Find top practice sources as soon as you sign in to the Lexis Advance® service. Our jurisdictional, practice area and industry centers bring your specialties’ go-to sources to the first screen you see—the on-point statutes and case law, the most noted authorities, the trusted industry news you can’t find elsewhere. The faster you uncover the best, most trusted practice resources, the more time you have to work on your matter and gain confidence in your strategy.
Exceptional content you’ve come to expect

Access the deep, authoritative resources across the LexisNexis® services as before, but now with even more relevance to your specialty or jurisdiction.

- **Access trusted practice sources, tools and titles.**
  Tap into the best-regarded and most-accessed legal and news sources from your particular practice area, industry or jurisdiction.

- **Heavyweight analysis.** Like top Matthew Bender® titles often cited by U.S. Courts. Get exclusive access to the most respected names in your specialty or jurisdiction beyond Matthew Bender too, such as LexisNexis® A.S. Pratt®, LexisNexis® Sheshunoff®, Littler Mendelson, Mealey’s® and Elsevier® Science.

- **Topical state surveys.** All 50 states’ laws in one document. Select your topic and review every state’s current law—statutes, regulations and court rules—in one place.

- **Deep legislative and regulatory intelligence.**
  Confidently assess proposed legislative and regulatory changes with full bill and regulation texts and tracking, legislative bill histories, summaries and more from all 50 states, Congress, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico.

Expertly organized by LexisNexis legal editors

Experienced LexisNexis legal editors have surfaced and organized top sources, news, key topics and more—all in one location, for you. Now you can start working faster with better focus. Uncover the best resources—the ones most likely to help you—in the least time, and bank the precious time you need to develop the right strategy.

- **Expertly curated titles.** Top-notch legal and news sources are hand selected by LexisNexis practice-area authors and legal editors.

- **Top titles stay within reach.** No need to page back and forth or access other panes. Legal and news sources are featured at the top of the screen. Click once and go.

- **Research a legal topic—no search needed.** No extra steps. Key legal topics are right on your Practice Center. Click and review results.

- **Uncover the unexpected.** What you don’t know can hurt you. Our Practice Centers bring the best possibilities, including resources you didn’t know existed.

- **Eliminate click-through.** Make your Practice Center the first screen you see after you sign in to Lexis Advance.

- **Designed by us—tailored by you.** Add your other frequently used sources or source combinations to the easy-to-access Favorites pod.
Exclusive tools to shape winning strategies

Leverage your efforts with the breadth of practice resources—many available only from LexisNexis—in one location. Build a more robust strategy with confidence because you’ve searched, refined and analyzed the spectrum of relevant, integrated resources.

- **Access exclusive LexisNexis tools.** Analyze and create relevant and meaningful insights from powerful solutions directly available from Lexis Advance Practice Centers like Lexis Practice Advisor® and Lexis® Securities Mosaic®.

- **Get search suggestions.** The Red Search Box offers legal phrase suggestions and points you to popular cases and statutes as you enter your search. Plus your search is automatically filtered to your practice area or jurisdiction. No pre- or post-search filtering needed to exclude less-relevant results.
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- **Work anytime, anywhere on practically any device.** Screens for Lexis Advance Practice Centers adapt automatically. No apps needed.
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